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An Expert System for Polysilicon Recipe Generation

Kuang-Kuo Lin

Department of Electrical Engineering andComputer Science

University ofCalifornia, Berkeley

ABSTRACT

An expert system thatgenerates process steps for lowpressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)
in-situdopedpolysilicon is a component of the Berkeley Intelligent Processing System(BIPS). Inputsare
the desired physical and electrical properties of polysilicon, andpriorities or limitson processtemperature,
time, etc. Tabular, functional, and heuristic knowledge is employed. Outputs include machine-
independent LPCVD process parameters as well as machine-specific commands for direct controlof fabri
cation equipment Experimental polysilicon films based on recipes generated are close to the input
specifications.
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PARTI: The System Preview

Chapter 1: Introduction

An integrated-circuit (IQ expert system, the Berkeley Intelligent Processing System (BIPS), has

been implemented. It is a system comprised of many smallerexpert systems for the IC manufacturing

environment [1-2]. The system is aimed at automating the IC manufacturing process starting from the

more abstract and front-end machine-independent design to the more specific and back-end machine-

dependent monitoring and diagnosis. In other words, BIPS provides a complete solution for an IC

manufacturing process by first generating an IC process recipe based on general semiconductorknowledge,

later translating the machine-independent recipe to machine-specific recipe for achieving the required pro

cessing environment,and then finallymonitoringand diagnosingthe process.The knowledgebase of BIPS

integrates the heuristic reasoning ability of expert systems as well as conventional quantitative aids for

analysis, design, simulation, data acquisition, and data reduction. BIPS works with quantitative data

relevant to design, fabrication, and test stored in a common INGRES database. The architecture of BIPS is

modular and hierarchical. The architecture is also designed to be easily adaptable to other IC processes. A

specific focus is now on the design and control of the low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD)

furnace process. The first process examined in depth is in-situ doped polysilicon deposition.

In-situ doped polysilicon produced by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) simplifies

polysilicon processing by eliminating a separate doping step. It is a relatively new and complicated pro

cess involving 11 processing parameters that control the resulting polysilicon film properties. Due to its

level of complexity and practical significance, this polysilicon process was chosen as the first application

domain of BIPS.



This report will start with abrief overview of BIPS architecture, then the report will concentrate on

describing the front-end expert system recipe generator of BIPS for the LPCVD in-situ doped polysilicon.

Theinputs to the recipe generator are the desired physical and electrical properties of the polysilicon, and

priorities or limits on process temperatures, process time, etc. The outputs include machine-independent

LPCVD process parameters as well as machine-specific commands for direct control of the fabrication

equipment

The recipe generator partitions the knowledge base into general semiconductor knowledge andlocal

equipment knowledge foran easier adaptation to individual integrated circuit (IQ manufacturing environ

ment anda better IC process designenvironment In addition, the generator supports the process designby

employing diverse knowledge such as quantitative, qualitative and empirical knowledge. It also incor

porates intelligent functions such as modular determination of the processing parameters and hypothetical

generation of different possible operating scenarios. Interactive bit-mapped graphic displays present the

engineer with all vital processing information. The recipegenerator is linked to other modulesof BIPS to

providedirect monitoring and diagnosis of the on-going process [12-13]. The entire BIPS system is one

aspectofour currenteffort to incorporate expert system technologyin Computer Integrated Manufacturing

(CIM) to improve both quality and productivity in IC processing.

BIPS has been developed using the Automated Reasoning Tools (ART) from Inference Corp. and

Texas Instruments (IT) Explorer workstations.The presentversion has approximately 12,000 lines of code

(with around 5000lines forthe recipegenerator) consisting about300rulesand200 schema* (frames).

• A stroctme within a knowledge base that relatesobjectsor classesofobjectsthat shoe certainproperties[10].



Chapter 2: An overview of the architecture

2.1 The architecture of BIPS

Within the BIPS architecture, the polysilicon design capability is partitioned into 3 modules: the

recipe generator, the recipe interpretor andtherecipe supervisor.

Recipe

Generator

Recipe (translator/compiler)

Interpretor

Recipe (monitor/diagnosis)

Supervisor

Fig. 2.1 BIPS architecture

Box1

Box 2

Box 3



The recipe generator (box 1 ofFig. 2.1),whichis the front end moduleof BIPS,accepts higher-level

goals suchas the desired physical (e.g. thickness) andelectrical (e.g. resistivity) properties of the polysili

con, and priorities on processing parameters, as inputs. Then the generator will synthesize equipment-

independent recipes containing the processing conditions (such as the deposition temperatures/time,

annealing temperature/time, pressure, gas flows, etc.) from its internal semiconductor knowledge base.

The recipe generator is in one sense the reverse of many IC processsimulators (such as SUPREM), which

usuallyderive the goals from an inputdeck of trial processing parameters. Recipes from the recipegenera

torareequipmentindependent andtherefore areportable betweendifferentmanufacturing environments.

In orderto providea complete solution down to the machineexecutable level to process the wafers,

the translator/compiler module (ie. the interpretor) (box 2 of Fig. 2.1), where mostof the local equipment

knowledge base resides, maps the equipment independent recipe to equipment dependent and executable

recipe. The equipment dependent and executable recipe consists of the specific equipment knob settings

such asthe temperature ramping rates andgas valves controls to achieve therequired processing conditions

specifiedby the recipe generator.

Finally, the abilityto generate an equipment executable recipe doesnotassure thatwe meet the final

objective. We therefore need to monitor the process to guarantee the achievement of the goals. Hence,

after the recipe is down-baded to the furnace by the translator/compiler module, the monitor/diagnosis

module (U. thesupervisor) (box 3 of Fig. 2.1)wflldisplay vital run-time processing information. It pro

duces equipment maintenance warnings and failure diagnosis through graphical displays. All processing

information (goals, recipes andrun-time data) willbe compressed beforestoring in the INGRES* database.

* INGRES isa relational database systemcurrently usedm theBerkeley micnrfabncation laboratory.
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2.2 The architecture of the recipe generator

The complete architecture (Fig. 22) of the recipe generator should consist of all of the 6 pro

posed modules: resistivity, thickness, uniformity, grain size, stress and supporting. It should also consist

of a mixed knowledge base, a numerical interpolator and a hypothetical generator.

Discrete recipes as final

OUTPUTS

Fig. 22 The architecture of the recipe generator
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(1) There are 11 processing variables for the in-situ doped polysilicon LPCVD process. Thus simultane

ous determination ofall the parameters isalmost an impossible task (ref. Chapter 4). The strategy of

"divide and conquer" was employed bydividing the recipe generator into 6 submodules (resistivity,

thickness, uniformity, grain size, stress and supporting) to simplify the determination of the 11 pro

cessing parameters. Each module is responsible for a subset of the parameters and provides

sufficient interactions with the others via parameter passing. For example, the resistivity andthick

ness submodules control the center-zone deposition temperature, while the uniformity submodule

will determine the temperature relationship between the furnace center zone and end zones*. A

detailed discussion of the modules will be given in Chapter 5.

(2) The recipe generator has a mked knowledge base. The knowledge base has 3 components: the

empirical knowledge base, the qualitative knowledge base and the quantitative knowledge base.

Sincethe in-situdoped polysilicon LPCVDprocess is nota well-understood one,a complete quanti

tative solution derived entirely from first principle is infeasible. Hence for practical reasons, the

recipe generator has to rely on different types ofknowledge, ie. the empirical,the qualitativeand the

quantitative, to solve the problem. In Chapter 6 the report will discuss the roles and interactions of

the knowledge bases.

(3) A simple linear numerical interpolator was also implemented to aid the analysis of the empirical

knowledgebase.A more accurate algorithm, suchas the splineinterpolation algorithm, will be incor

porated into the numerical interpolator to provide moreprecise information. The interpolator will be

mentioned briefly in Chapter 6.

(4) Dueto the inherit properties of the problem domain, there aremany non-random combinations of the

process variables thatcansatisfya givensetof inputspecifications. Therefore we have incorporated

* Conventional IC furnace is designed with severaltemperature zones for temperature controls Usually temperatures are
setupdifferentlyin eachzoneto controlthe growthrare of ufe deposition material.



a hypothetical-generating capability into the recipe generator. The recipe generator will provide

users with different possible scenarios and let the user explore alternate results. Alternatives are

presented to theuser inaninteractive manner intended tostimulate creative thinking. Chapter 7 will

give the implementation detailsof the hypothetical generator.



Chapter 3: Comparisons with conventional approaches

3.1 Synthesis vs Simulation

BIPS is in one sense the reverse of many current IC process simulators (e.g. SUPREM).Traditional

IC process CAD toolsare simulation-oriented. Users must supplythe processing steps for simulation and

hopefully, by trial and error, obtain the desired results. BIPS, on the otherhand, is goal-oriented. It syn

thesizes the processingsteps from the given processing goals, such as the polysilicon thickness and resis

tivity for a polysilicon deposition.

3.2 Direct link to equipment

BIPS can down-load the generatedequipment executable recipes to run the process. Ad hoc fine tun

ings of the equipment for different processing goalswill be minimized. This implies a shorterturn-around

time, which is especially essential to Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) production. Also,

direct links to equipment enablesmonitoringand diagnosis so as to ensureon-targetresults.

33 Partition and Classification of Knowledge

The modular and hierarchical separation of the general semiconductor knowledge (which resides

mosdy in the recipegenerator module)and the local equipment specific knowledge(which resides mostly

in the translator/compiler module and monitor/diagnosis module) result in the following advantages:

(1) A simplerdesign environment: Conventionally, IC process engineersAechnicians neededto be fami

liar with general semiconductor knowledge and local equipment knowledge. Both types of
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knowledge are difficult to acquire and accumulate, and both are required for writing complicated

CAD simulation instructions to achieve the design goals [4] (sample run shown on Appendix 1, pg.

52) and for translating the confirmed simulated results to equipment executable codes for processing

the wafers (sample equipment codes shown on Appendix 2, pg. S3). BIPS generates recipes down to

the equipment settings based on the specificationsof the process goals.Users can now concentrate on

the design goals rather than the intermediate processing steps to attain the final goals. BIPS has

simplified the design of a polysilicon recipe by relieving the users of the details of complicated pro

cessing steps and the equipment-specific commands to execute the steps.

(2) An easier diagnostic environment: Diagnosis is made easier by classifying problems into process-

related problems and equipment-related problems. Process-related problems can be referenced back

to the redpe generatormodule for possible correction or updatingof the existing rules. Equipment-

related problems can be referenced back to the monitoring/diagnosis module for possible warningsor

maintenance actions.

(3) An easieraccommodation to frequentchangesin fabrication equipment and process [3]: Only a por

tion of the entire knowledge base needs to be modified, without affecting the others, in case of

changes in generalsemiconductor knowledge base (module 1) or in local equipment knowledge base

(module 2-3).

(4) An easier adaptation to local manufacturing environment: With only modifications needed for the

translator/compiler and monitor/diagnosismodules for different vender machines, the BIPS system

can be easily tailored to local manufacturing environments.

(5) Reservation and integration of valuable knowledge: The valuable semiconductor knowledge and

equipment specific knowledge, that are difficult to acquireat the same time, are being integrated and

preserved in one system.
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PART II: The Implementation Details

Chapter 4: Classification of theoperating parameters and determination

of the operating ranges

The 11 processing parameters (3 deposition zone temperatures, deposition time, annealing tempera

ture, annealing time, gas flows for SfflU, PH3, N2, system pressure and system geometry) for the LPCVD

in-situ doped polysilicon deposition are classified into primary parameters (such asdeposition temperature,

deposition time, annealing temperature, annealing time, etc.) and secondary parameters (such as N2 gas

flow, system geometry, etc.). Primary parameters are first estimated andthen fine tunedwith reference to

secondary parameters. Processing parameters areconfined to practical andwell-behaved regions in order to

reduce the search space. For example, the specified polysilicon thickness should be greater than 2000 A to

reducethe dependence of resistivityon thickness. The PH3/S1H4 ratiois kept above0.01 so thatboth depo

sition rateand resistivity are less sensitive to the gas flows [5-8].

4.1 The solution space

The system inputsare (listed in orderof significance):

(1) Polysilicon film thickness

(2) Polysilicon sheet-resistance(or resistivity)

(3) Polysilicon grainsize

(4) Polysilicon stress
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The system outputs are (listed in order of significance):

(1) Deposition temperatures at the 3 furnace zones: load, center and source.

(2) Depositiontime

(3) Annealing temperature

(4) Annealing time

(5) Gas flow rate for PH3.SiH4.N2

(6) Furnace pressure

(7) Systemgeometry of furnace, wafer boats, wafer spacing andloading factor.

4.2 Screening and classification of parameters

Simultaneous determination of the values for the 11 output parameters is impossible. Hence prior

screening and classification of the parameters are needed [9]. Theoutput parameters are classified into 2

classes:

(1) primary - deposition temperatures at 3 zones, deposition time, annealing temperature, annealing

time and PH3, SiHU flow rates.

(2) secondary- N2 flow rate, furnace pressure and system geometry.

The current preliminary system can determine a subset of theprimary parameters (center zonedepo

sition temperature, deposition time, annealing temperature, annealing time and PH3, SiH* flow rates) while

leaving all secondary parameters attheir "optimum" values most commonly used inour lab. An algorithm

for determining therelationship between theendzones temperature and thecenter zone temperauire is still

underinvestigationand not yet implemented in the expert system.
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Also, input parameters are classified into primary (polysilicon thickness and resistivity) and secon

dary (polysilicon grain size and stress) inputs. The current preliminary version only accepts polysilicon

thicknessand resistivity (or sheetresistance) as inputs. We arenot able to measure grain size and stressof

the deposited polysilicon in our lab. Modules for these two input parameters are not implemented.

4.3 Preconfinement of the operating ranges

Parameters should be confined to practical and well-behaved operating regions in order to reduce the

search spacefora solution. Current operating ranges forthe outputsassumedare:

0) Deposition Temperatures: For short processing timeandminimum resistivity, deposition tem

peratures are confined to the range from 600 to 700 °C. The maximum zones temperature

difference in the furnace for achieving film thickness uniformity is 50to70 °Cto avoidwidely

varying polysilicon grainsize along the furnace tube.

(ii) Annealing Temperatures: Usually the annealing temperature is from 800 °C to 1100 °C to

minimizethedopant movement from theprevious processing step.

(iii) GasFlows: To simplifythe design process, the ratio of PH3 flow rate to SiH4 flow rate is res

tricted to be greater than 0.01 (PH3 / SiH* >= 0.01). With this restriction, the deposition rate

andresistivity of the deposited polysilicon are relatively insensitive to PH3 andSiH4 flow rates.

As limited by the mass flow controller in the furnace, the PH3 flow must be greater than 1

seem*. Finally the SiH4 flow should begreater than 100 seem for better film coverage.

(iv) System Pressure-Since thisisanLPCVD system, theoperating pressure isaround 300mtorr.

* standard cubic centimeterperminute
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For the inputs, to further simplify the process, we restrict the specified polysilicon thickness to be

greater than 2000 A in order toeliminate the resistivity dependence on thickness. Resistivity isrestricted

within therange of the empirical data whichis currendy from 4.6xl0~4 to 13xl0~2 fi-cm.
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Chapter 5: Functionalities of the modulesand their interactions

The complete plan for the recipe generator has 6 modules: resistivity, thickness, uniformity, grain

size, stress andsupporting. Modules which determine the primary parameters (ref. Chapter 4) are imple

mented first For example, die resistivity and thickness modules which estimate the deposition

temperature/time and annealing temperature/time are implemented as the first two modules. Modules

responsible for secondary parameters (ref. Chapter 4) will be implemented later asthey require thevalues

of primary parameters for fine tunings. For example, the uniformity module willdetermine theendzones'

temperatures after thecenter zonetemperature is determined by theresistivity and thickness modules.

The first versionofthe recipe generator only implemented the resistivity andthicknessmodules. The

uniformity modulewill be implemented once the proposed algorithm, discussed very briefly in Ch. 10.,is

verifiedby further experiments. The supporting module will be done after the uniformity module. The

grain size and stress moduleswill be implemented if we haveappropriate equipmentavailable to measure

the grainsize and stress in the polysilicon film.

The detailed functionalities of the modules are described below:

(1) Resistivity module: determines the deposition temperature, the annealing temperature and annealing

time basedon the specifiedinput resistivity(or sheetresistance). The algorithm is a mixed approach

employingqualitative, quantitative and empirical knowledge (see Ch. 6). The system basically esti

mates an initial operating range from empirical data, and then subsequendy narrows the operating

(search) rangesby qualitativeand/orquantitative criteria.

(2) Thickness module: The deposition rate of the polysiliconprocess is exponentially dependent on the

temperature shown below.

G=Cexp(^.) (5.1)
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where

G=film growth rate

Esactivation energy

Rsuniversal gas constant

Tstemperature

C=complicated constant depending on gas flows, system geometry, etc.

Thus once the temperatures are determined from the resistivity module and the values are passed to the

thickness module, the deposition rate and hence deposition time can be calculated based upon the input

specified thickness. Because the pre-exponential constant C in the equation shown above depends on fur

nace geometry and gas flows at each locationof the tube, it is hard to extract Instead, we use the design

graph "deposition rate vs deposition temperatures'' (Fig.6.4) for wafers clustering at the center zone of the

tube to determine the deposition rate and hence the deposition time.

(3) Uniformity module: Because the reactants (e.g. PH3,S1H4, and etc) are depleted along the tube, the

thickness of the deposited polysilicon will decreasealong the tube if a flat temperature profile is used

for deposition. Referring to the deposition rate equation (5.1), this implies that the pre-exponential

constant C decreases with distance. Hence to maintain a uniform thickness independent of wafer

position, we need a temperature gradient to compensate for the depleted reactants, i.e. the tempera

ture in the front-zone should be less than the temperature in the back-zone. The relationships of the

end zone temperatures (TempL-load zone temperature, TempS-source zone temperature) and the

center zone temperature (Tempo can be determined based on the prior information from the first

two modules and a proposed algorithm described very briefly in Ch. 10.

(4) Grain size module: determines the recipe based on the grain size requirement The polysilicon grain

size is very sensitive to the deposition temperature. Thus the temperature gradient set up for a
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uniform polysilicon thickness should be kept minimal for a lesser variation of thepolysilicon grain

size. Although we can use theScanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) technique, available inour lab,

to evaluate thepolysilicon grain structure, we have notdevised anappropriate criterion for measur

ing me grain size. Hence, thismodule is not implemented.

(5) Stress module: determines the operating parameters given the stress input specification. Since we

have no appropriate equipment for evaluating thestress of a polysilicon film, themodule is also not

implemented.

(6) Supporting module: The recipe generated from modules (IMS) is far from a complete recipe, it

corresponds to only the deposition step (the most critical one) of the complete equipment-

independent recipeshown in Fig.5.1.

Processing
Steps

Processing
Time

Temperatures /Gas Flow rates

UnJosd 00:12:00 9S9QUV C=640C U590C N2s2000sccm

Load 00:00:00

Pump 00:00:40 N2a100sccm

Crosscheck 00:01:00

TempRecover 00:05:00 SsolOC C*550C U560C

TempRamp 00:10:00 S=636C Co630C U624C

TentpRamp 00:08:00 8s656C C«650C U644C

TempStab 00:02:00

TempCheck
Pump 00:02:00

LeakCheck 00:01:00

Purge 00:01:00 N2s200sccm

Pump 00:01:00

Phosphkie 00:01:00 PH3s1sccm

SIH4 00:01:00 8iH4s120secm

Deposit XXPOCXX

TempCtl 00:00:10

Pump 00:01:00

Purge 004174)0 NferiOOsecm

Backfill 00:07:00 N2=5000sccrn

Fig. 5.1 An intermediate equipment-independent recipe for LPCVD in-situ doped polysilicon
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This is because beforeexecuting the deposition step, the furnace hasto be set up, suchas unload the tube,

load die wafers, pumpto the specific pressure, ramp temperature to thedesignated deposition temperature,

purge (pump with Nj), turn ontheamount of gases required, etc Hence therecipe generated from modules

(1H5) naveto be properly linked with all the pre-run and post-run commands by the supporting module.

Note that the supporting module will generate anequipment-independent recipe using the predefined pro

cess primitives for the LPCVD process (shown in Fig. 5.1). Thus the final complete equipment-

independent recipe should be portable among similar manufacturing environments, at thecostof translation

and compilation to match the characteristics of specific equipment The recipe supporting module is

designed withanopenarchitecture in mindso that it can also linktogether other "partial" recipes withpre-

run and post-run set ups for LPCVD processes such as the undoped polysilicon deposition, the LTO

tmdoped deposition, the nitride and the PSG processes (40 wt% and80 wt%), etc With additional work,

thesupporting modulecanbe generalized forother furnace operations aswell suchasoxidation, annealing,

epitaxy, etc
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Chapter 6: A mixed knowledge base

The LPCVD in-situ doped polysilicon deposition process is not well-understood. It is difficult to

derive a recipe for the polysilicon process solely from quantitative firstprinciples. Hence various sources

ofknowledge are needed to design a polysilicondeposition process. The recipe generator employs empiri

cal knowledge (e.g., informationabout local machinebehavior),qualitativeknowledge (e.g., the qualitative

requirements on surface morphology, process throughput dopant movement) and quantitative knowledge

(e.g„ the use ofequations/simulations to compute numerical values needed for reasoning).

6.1 Empirical knowledge

Empirical experimental data, in terms of design graphs (e.g. Fig. 62-6.4), expresses the knowledge

of local machine behavior for a specific manufacturing environment Empirical knowledge is one of the

principal basises for the design of IC processes, such as a LPCVD doped polysilicon process, where accu

rate physical models are not available.

We have performed experiments to generate the necessarydesign graphs required for the generation

of polysiliconrecipes. Twelve wafers were split into 4 sets of wafers and then polysilicon was deposited

on them at 4 different deposition temperatures (TG). These wafers were then subsequendy annealed at 3

different annealing temperatures (TA). The experimentsaresummarized in Fig. 6.1.
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started with 8 wafers(covered with 1000 Aof oxide)

wafer ID: 1A3

T0-S3SC TQ-650C
TQ-065C TQbTOOC

ANNEAUNG

U
Post-anneal measurements on:

Thickness & Resistivity

Fig. 6.1 Experiments performed to generate the empirical design graphs

Prurwtlm—«uritmrta

ontttfcfcmtttruiatMty
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Different design graphs are generated from the above experiments. The most important ones are shown

below inFig.6.2 to Hg. 6.4.A representation of thissame dataina USP listformat is shown in Fig.6.5.

Resistivity (Q-cm)

0.001

0.0001

1 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.1 1.12

l/TG(xl03oK)

Hg. 62 Resistivity (Q-cm tog scale) vs ^r [10s TT1] at different TA [0 to 1050 °d with operating

range confined to the shaded region.
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Fig. 6.3 Resistivity (Q-cm log scale) vsTA [°C] at different TG [635 to700 °C1 with operating range

confined to the shadedregion.
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Fig. 6.4 Deposition rate [A/min log scale] vs -^- [103 °K-1]
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925.6 -6.72543) (966.6
1656.6 -7.531) (1688.6
925.6 -7.13699) (996.6

(r«s-va-TA 635.6

(r««-v*-TA 656.6

(r««-v«-TA 665.6

(r««-va-TA 682.5

(r«s-vs-TA 766.6

1856.6 -7.36228) (1668
925.6 -7.22247) (966.6
1656.6 -7.36579) (1668
925.6 -7.65858) (966.6
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.6 -7.13689) (956.6 -6.98356)
-6.59294))

^sta^^-s^^

Hg. 6.5 Experimental data in lisp format
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General functions to perform 2Dand 3D interpolations, in addition to simple table-lookup routines,

are implemented tomanipulate any general empirical data. The following ARTrules (Fig. 6.6) will interpo

late x values forany general (single ormulti-valued) curves given the y value. Currendy a linear interpola

tionalgorithm is usedbut will be upgraded to a splineinterpolation algorithm in the near future.

(dofrulo lntorpoloto-x-2
(doeloro (oolioneo 6))
(viewpoint #?vp

'find x ?groph-natio ty ?z)
not (?groph-nono ?z $? (? ?y) $?))
;?groph-no»o ?z $? (?x2 ?y2) f?x1 ?y1) $?)
not (probod-x Tgroph-nono 7z ($? ?x2 7x1

<- (probod-x Tgroph-noao ?z ($?probod

<ir

)

?f-1
tf-2

(ond

(ond
(toot (> ?y ?y2)))
(toot (> ?y ?ylj)
(toot (> ?y2 ?y)))

Hot ?groph-na»o 7z ($?x-llot))

(toot (> Ty1 Ty)

m

(at ?vp
bind tolopo (quotiont (- Txl 7x2) (- ?y1 ?y2)))
bind ?x (7x1 ♦ (7tlopo • (?y - ?y1))))
rotroet ?f-1)
oooort (probod-x Tgroph-nomo ?z ($7probod-x 7x2 ?x1)))
rotroet 7f-2)
oooort (x-llot ?groph-nono ?z ($?x-llot ?*)))

)

Hg. 66 An interpolation rule
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6.2 Qualitative knowledge

Some of the important qualitative input parameters for polysilicon deposition are: process time,

minimum substrate dopant movement, film morphology, polysilicon grain size and film stress. Only pro

cess time, film morphology and minimum substrate movementare used as the current subset of qualitative

parameters. Currendy the specification of the qualitative input parameters is mandatory for an output

recipe. However the specification will be made optional in the future for those who want only a default

recipe.

By specifying the priorities on the requirements of the above-mentioned parameters (Fig. 6.7), quali

tative knowledge is used to guide the recipe generatorto

(1) choose the appropriatedesign path/submodule

(2) use the correct design graph(s) within each chosen path/submodule

(3) reduce the search space for recipes.

For example (see Fig.6.2), when "film morphology" (i.e. grain size) is selected as the first priority,

recipes will haveTG <= Tax*!*. When "minimum process time" is selected as first priority, the recipes will

have To >= Tcmin*. Ranges of TA will alsobe further restricted by user-specified maximum tolerable sub

strate movementwhen the substrate dopant movement is thebiggest concern* (seeFig. 6.3). [TG deposi

tion temperature, TA=annealing temperatures]

* Tomin (<ce Fig. 62) is the deposition temperature st which the resistivity is minimum. It is chosen as the separating
boundaiy for twodifferent deposition regions. To >Toxnm«odTa<TGmin-
*TAmm («•* Fig* &3)** theminimum annealing temperature for minimum dopant movement
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Fig. 6.7 Qualitative specifications
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Also, subsequent submodules responsible for determining the process variables will always

"remember" that a higher deposition temperature is required for a shorter deposition time, whereas if "film

morphology" is chosenas firstpriority,a lowerdeposition temperature is preferred (Fig.6.8).

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai

ASKING FOR PERMSSION
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaw

Snoayou»oldn»thareela<tv*yto:aJe^©hm<^

I found that tha foftowtng dapoaatootamperatuca (TO):

«5Cto700C

cawaattafy your requirement.

Xmtn^thaommiilQwm~nth»wagi»tUdmi9»bfmlmikmi

OWN TO

OWyoupMylatthaayata«ndollforyoubyaslictinB;

SUOGESTBITQ

M BUT tinea you alaotold mathat througputlethe

moatImportant criterion, Iauggaat thatwwuaaoftty TOcreator than:

M5C

Hg. 6.8 Trimming of operating range
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6.3 Quantitative knowledge

Numerical values derived from accurate physical models canprovide useful information during the

design. With this in mind, the recipe generator was designed with the capability to incorporate numerical

equations andfora future interlace to simulation tools likeSUPREM.

Anexample of theuseof quantitative knowledge is when "minimum substrate dopant movement" is

specified as the first priority. In orderto specify a reduced operating range for the annealing temperature,

which has the biggest influenceon dopant movement, the system has to know the dopant type and the max

imum allowed dopant movement (measured in microns). To do this, the system uses the diffusion

coefficient equation (which determines the diffusion constant at different temperatures using Do [frequency

factor] and E [activation energy]),

D= DfleTr (6.1)

and the simple diffusion equation (which gives an estimate of the drift of dopant given the diffusion con

stant D and timet).

xdiffiMed =2VDt (6.2)

These simpleequationsare used to demonstratethe usefulness of a mixed knowledgebase. More sophisti

cated and accurate models (such as the Fick's diffusion equations),and/or simulation can be used to obtain

more accurate results.
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6.4 Partition of knowledge base in recipe generator

The recipe generatorpartitions the three different types of knowledge into different text files so that

they can be modified and compiled separately without affecting others. An example is the experimental

data shown in Fig. 6.5 Qn Lisp format)can be easily replacedby individual localdataat different manufac

turing facilities.
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Chapter 7: Hypothetical generation of recipes

Different discrete possible scenarios are hypothesized from the infinite andcontinuous solution space

based on a logarithmic algorithm, resulting in a dynamic discretization of the solution space. More

hypothetical solutionsaregenerated in the rapidly varying regions andless in the slowly varyingregionsas

a consequenceof this dynamic discretization. Finalrecipesareoptimized throughuser feedback [10]. Fig.

7.1 shows that 4 different possible recipes (recipe 2-5) are generated from the root recipe (recipe 1). Con

tents ofany recipes can be viewed by an expanding command.

viewpoint lattice train redpe-1

RECtPE-2

REOP&9

REOPE-1

REOPE-4

EXPAND
RECtPE-5

EXPAND

4,-''

\

\

RECtPE-2

*r peeefcM-dep-temp 63SC
dec-time 16&4mln

anneal tamp (972JC)
REOP&1

iaVdt4tattaMany^uaflty 1 ameaMlme 3L0 mln

ranValMMlar tana 2
ranh-battaf-fllnw|uaUty 1

rank-ahoftar«tkna 2rank towef,annaaMa*np 3

SttMIOOOeoon
ranlHo««r<annaal-tamp 3

PHSljOaoom 8tH4100jOacem

PfOUaecm

Fig.7.1 Hypothetical generation of possible polysilicon recipes
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7.1. An infinite and continuous solution space

Due to the number of design parameters involved, there are an infinite number of non-randomcom

binations of the design parameters that can satisfy a given set of input specifications. Our strategy is to

seek a smaller solution space from the infinite search spaceby priorclassification of the operating parame

ters and by limiting our consideration to more practical and well-behaved operating regions (Ch. 4), by

modular design (Ch. 5), andby qualitative criteria specifications (Ch. 6). However, the final confined solu

tion space (see Fig. 6.2-6.4), being intrinsically continuous and real-numbered in nature, still contains an

infinite number of possible solutions. For example in Hg. 62, we know that if resistivity is specified at

8.5x10-* Q-cm,andif process time hasthe highest priority during the design, the deposition temperature

(TG) will be confined to any value between 665 and 700 °C. Each deposition temperature will have a

corresponding deposition time, annealing temperature (TA), etc, to form an infinite number of recipes

within that operating range. Thus, we need todevise an algorithm to limit and discretize thesolution space

without sacrificing useful information.

7.2. The discretization algorithm

The discretization algorithm, by definition, willextract finite setsof solutions from the infinite solu

tionspace. The algorithm we devised has the following capabilities,

(i) Selection of key parameter to discretize-The choice of the key parameter (e.g. TG orTA) to

be discretized, withother parameters (such asdeposition time, annealing temperature, etc.) to

be derived from thekey parameter, depends onthequalitative priorities described. Thechoice

of "film morphologyTprocess time" asfirst priority will have TG discretized, while the choice

of "minimum-dopant-movement" as first priority will have TA discretized (TG=deposition

temperature, TA=annealing temperature).
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(ii) Dynamic discretization-Because the initial infinite and continuous solution space islogarithm

based, thealgorithm will produce more solutions atthe rapidly-varying regions and less in the

slowly-varying regions. For example in the rule "TG-vp-seq-generator" (Fig. 72) that discre-

tizes the deposition temperature (TG) when processing timeis stated as first priority, a recipe

is generated at an interval of 0.4*(?TG-vp-max - ?min) starting from ?TG-vp-min. The Lisp

variable "?TG-vp-max(min)" is the maximum (minimum) temperature in the confined solution

space. The variable "?min", whichis dynamically changing it's value, is the maximumof the

Lisp list "TG-vp-seq" which is also dynamically appended by the lastest value of "?minn. A

pictorialexplanationis shown below,

Dynamic ffiseratizallon
adkMa^Beiat ••JeaaaW*•jyiBBBiSeBW aawfl

H—I I 1 |

t 1
^Waw^pV*JBCI

(dafrula TG-vp-««q-g«n«rotor-1-proc-t*••
ideeIore (aollance •))
rank ahorter-proc-tin* 1)
find TG-vp-««q)

Tf-1 <- (TG-vp-««q $?TG-»«q ?«ln)
(TG-vp-nox ?TG-vp-»ox)
(t«»t (> (- ?TG-vp-«ox ?nln) 5.9))

•>
bind ?next-*In (4 ?«in (• 6.4 (- ?TG-vp-«ox Tain))))

•rt (TG- ~ " * "
roet ?f-

(bin
Cost

(rat
••rt (TC-vp-«*q $?TC-««q ?»in ?n«xt-«in))

-1)

(dafrula TC-vp-aoq-ganarotor-2-proc-tIn*
(declare (aaliance 0))
(ronk ahorter-proc-tt»a 1)
?f-1 <- (find TG-vp-aeq)
?f-2 <- (TG-vp-aeq $?TG-aeq ?nin)
(T6-vp—max ?TG-vp—max)
(teat (< (- ?TG-vp-*ax ?min) 5.0))

•>

(bind ?n«xt-nin (♦ ?nin (• 0.6 (- ?TG-vp-»ox ?nin))))
(••••rt (TG-vp-»«q $?TG-««q ?min ?n«xt-«in ?TG-vp-»ax))
(retract ?f-1 ?f-2)

Fig. 12 Rules for dynamic discretization
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The consequence is that more solutions are generated in the higher temperature region (a more

rapidlyvarying zone in log-scale, refer to Fig.6.2-6.4) than the lower temperature region Gess vary

ing zone). The dynamic discretization scaling factor 0.4 is currendy static and somewhatarbitrary

(to be explained in (iii) below).

(iii) Synthesis of practically distinct solutions-- discretized solutions should have sufficiently

separated values to produce practically distinct end results. For example, recipes with deposi

tion temperatures differing by 5 °C will essentially produce the same measurements, but not

for a difference greater than 5 °C (a 10°C difference is need for annealing). These rules of

thumb arereflected in the rulesshownin Fig.12. The dynamic discretization scaling factor is

also fine tunedto 0.4 to ensure sufficiendy separated values foreach discretized solution,

(iv) Retention of vital information- thealgorithm inherits allthevital information (design history)

of theinitial solution space viathe ART internal programming capability to handle hypotheti

cal reasoning(see section 7.3).

7.3. Generation of discrete recipes via ART programming capabilities

ART can reason about hypothetical situations, such as possible future moves in a game of

chess. It can do this by constructing a branching tree of viewpoints, each node of which would

represent an assumption about the next move to make. When reasoning within one of these

viewpoints, ARTwould be able to"see" all the assumptions leading to that specific situation. Other

assumptions, leading to other situations, would be invisible to it ART would operate only on the

factsandassumptions pertinent to that"hypothetical world."

A viewpoint in ART is defined asa way to store facts about different situations in such a way

thatART willnotaccidentally mix facts from onesituation with facts from another [10].
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The simplest internal ART commands for generating "children" viewpoints from "parent"

viewpoint are "sprout" or "hypothesize" through a "defrule" statement (i.e. a rule). The commands

enable the "children" viewpoints toinherit all of the properties (e.g. the design history) of its"parent"

viewpoint The "children" viewpoint however can have its own properties different from the "root"

viewpoint The following rule "generate-TG-viewpoint" (Rg. 73) generates hypothetical worlds for

each of the discrete TG (key/indexing parameter) stored in the Lisp list "TG-vp-seq", which is

derived from thediscretization algorithm. Other parameters needed to form a complete recipe, such

as deposition time, annealing temperature, etc., will bederived ineach of the hypothetical "children"

viewpoint
(defrule genarote-TG-vlewpoint

(declore (eallence 0))
(or (rank b«tt«r-fiIm-quallty 1)

(ronk •hortor-proc-tim« 1))
"id TG-vp-««q))

iq $?TG-vp-aeq)
->

(not (find TG-vp-«iq))
(TG-vp-»«i

(for choice in$ ?TG-vp-««q do
(hypothesize ..

(••••rt (po««ibl«-TC -choica))

Fig. 73 Rule for generating viewpoints

We use"hypothesize" instead of "sprout" because "hypothesize" has more "knowledge mainte

nance" capabilities to avoid storing duplicate and/or contradictory facts in any individual viewpoint

(refer to [10] for moredetails). Also the"hypothesize" command is more flexible for future reason

ing with generated hypothetical viewpoints, such as optimization of the recommended recipes.

Future implementation of an explanation facility for the actions taken by the system also depends

upon the inheritance links between the"parent" and "children" viewpoints. The "hypothesize" com

mand is believed to be more flexible and reliable than the simple "sprout" command.
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7.4. Optimization of the generated recipes

The recipe generator will automatically compute and present the best system-proposedrecipe

to the user,basedupon the qualitative criteria (Fig. 7.4). As usual,therecipewith the lowest TG will

be chosen as the default optimal recipe if "film quality" is most crucial (vice versa if "process time"

is critical). Default optimization of recipes with "minimal substrate dopant movement" is somewhat

difTerent-instead of chosing the recipe with the lowest TA (which gives least dopant movement), the

optimization depends on the second most importantqualitative criterion ("film quality" or "process

time") because all the annealing temperatures (i.e. the TAs) in the hypothetical recipes satisfy the

user specified minimum dopant movement (see section63). Thus, with "film quality" as the second

criterion, the recipe with the lowest TG is selected (vice versa if "process time" is the second cri

terion).

Users are free to reject a system-recommended recipe. They can single out the parameters for

modifications (e.g. TG, TA, deposition time (tG), gas flows, etc.) and ask the system to provide

recipes Of any) which satisfy altered constraints. An example (Fig. IS) is that a user may want

recipes with deposition time less that the recommended 163 minutes despite the utmost criteria is

"film quality" (perhaps he has a date!). The system will search throughall the viewpoints with depo

sition time less than 150 minutes (user specified) and then let the user select a final recipe.
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Rg. 7.4 System recommending default optimal recipe

explanation
**************

So you areni aattafywith

th* default optimal dapoaiuon time:

IBM mtoutae.

- PtMM antaf an acceptable valua

************************

Acceptable deposition time
************************

Whatlayouracceptable depoeltlon time?

150.0

Fig. 15 User reaction to the default optimal parameters
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7.5. Future enhancements

Proposed possible enhancements are:

(1) Multiple feedback coristraints--Currendy, the users can only reject one parameter. In the

future, the users should be able to specify multiple constraints (e.g. TG < 650 °C, tG < 150

mins, TA < 1000 °C, etc.) and have the system filter the recipes that satisfy the multiple feed

back constraints. This can be done by using the ART "defcontradiction" or "poison" com

mands that will "kill" all the viewpoints (hypothetical recipes) that do not satisfy the feedback

conditions.

(2) The scrolling mode-CurrenUy, final filtered recipes after users' feedback are scrolled in-turn

in a single window (Fig. 7.4). Final filtered recipes that appear in the viewpoint-lattice net

work*(Fig.7.1) shouldbe made mouse-sensitive for selection. Also, each recipe (box) in the

network can be tagged with further comments/suggestions by the system to help users in their

final decision. The final recipes can also be, as an alternative, tabulated and appended with a

"merit factor" for selection. The "merit factor" is generated by system to help users to select a

final recipe.

•Currently, the network is not mouse-selectaUe/editable.
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Chapter 8: The system interfaces: user-interface and equipment interface

8.1 The user interface

Traditional keyboardentries arevery inconvenientand vulnerable to errors for IC processingperson

nel wearing protective hand gloves. Nevertheless, process personnel need frequent interaction with the

computers for information processing. Thus a good user interfaceshould present the user maximum infor

mation with minimum input effort As a result, most of the user interactions in BIPS are via a pointing

device (mouse), which is believed to be less vulnerableto errors than keyboard entries in an IC manufac

turing environment Voice input* will alsobe considered in future work [11].

BIPS summarizes and condenses useful information in bit-mapped graphical displays and menus.

The window system of the user interface is designed with a hierarchical information display (e.g. pop-up

menu) to prevent overloading users with excessive information. Also the system should not display only

one set of predetermined information but should be flexible to accommodate wider sets of information

under users* guidance.

• Notethat thevoice-input hatnotyetbeen implemented. Abtaughthevoice-input is teclmicslly nKm
generate morecontamination particles through theuuenuKe of theproratingpersonneL
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Figures 8.1-8.3 shows some examples of the current user interface.

MOOOhRECFE-1

1-1010 HHECJPE-1

Enter requiredpolysilicon film thickness

on the right window.

input mustbe greater than 2000Ato

eliminate resistivity dependence on thickness.

Mr&voMSptm

w,urMnkm.
Wy|Db h » aMM|au lataWl

JIUL.
Mr^S^i

Polyamcon film thlckneaa

What la the required pory thlckneaa?

4000 A

Hg. 8.1 Screen layout and keyboard input for polysilicon thickness
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>

11IT1111

» OK!

• S a - 4 ohm-cm

Rg. 8.2 Input interface for polysilicon resistivity

explanation
**************

This program deeigne recipe with the

ratio (PH3/SIH4) m OJH.

Wth thla ratio, reeiathrtty &deposition

to ieee ecnsitrve to PfB * SMM,

For control LabUty of MFC,we else need:

PHSm1U)i

Forbetter fUm coverage, we suggest:

SM4m 100.0 seem.

Fig. 83 Input interface for PH3

amount of PH3

-e-=
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8

6

4

2

0

1.0 seem
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8o2 The equipment interface

The recipe generator can interface with other modules ofBIPS, namely the translator/compiler and

the monitoring/diagnosis modules. With this linking capability, the user can design, down-load, monitor

and diagnose thepolysilicon process direcdy from a single graphic workstation.

The machine-independent recipe derived from the general semiconductor knowledge base of the

recipe generator will first be translated to a machine-specific and executable recipe by the translator

module. The compiler module will then double check for possible syntax errors and safety violations in the

final machine executable recipe. If the machine-level recipe iserror-free, it will bedown-loaded tothe fur

nace. Finally the monitor/diagnosis modules ofBIPS will take over and provide the necessary monitoring

and diagnosis of the process execution at the equipment level (Hg 8.4-8.5). Process data during the entire

process (e.g. design goals, the recipe, run-time data, measurements, etc.) iscompressed before storing in

the INGRES database. Futureenhancements of the monitoring/diagnosis module include retrieving data

from the INGRES database forredisplay ofprevious data, and better data compression techniques [12-13].
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Fig. 8.4 An interface window for the monitoring module

Diagnostic Window

PROBLEM:

Step 45

Inconsistenttemperature readings from the two

independent circuits for the source zone

DIAGNOSIS:

Temperature calibration error.

RECOMMENDATION:

Re-calbrate temperature monitoring circuits forthe

source zone.

Fig. 8.5 An interface window for the diagnosis module
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PARTHI: The System Status

Chapter 9: Preliminary evaluation of the recipe generator

9.1 Experimental results

Wafers have been processedin our laboratory according to severalrecipes developed by the prelim

inaryversion of BIPS, which containsonly the resistivityand thickness submodules. Measured parameters,

taken firom wafers deposited at the center-zone of the furnace and averaged over 5 distina locations on

each of the wafers, are in reasonable agreement with the initial goals (Table 1). Recipes should improve

after the uniformity module is implemented. Recipes derived from the same input thickness and resistivity

may have deposition times differing by a factorof 2 (recipe 1 & 2), depending on the prioritieschosen dur

ing the design. Annealing temperatures from different recipes, targeted for the same input specifications,

can differ by as much as 70 °C (recipe 3 & 4). The results suggest that through the recipe generator one

may design processes with higher throughputand/or lower processing temperatures, as may be desirable

for VLSI production.



en

Target:

73x10 ohm-cm

Target:

8.9x10 ohm-cm

o

Resistivity a
Resistivity a

Thickness •

o

4000 A Thickness a 2000 A

Recess Generated: 1 2 Recipes Generated: 3 4

Deposition Temp-
o

635 C
o

676 C Deposition Temp a
o

635 C
o

650 C

1Deposition Tlmss 130mkis 77mkis DepositionTims a 65mkis 50mlns

Annealing Temp a
o

095 C

o

950 C Annealing Temp •
o

970 C
° i

900 C

Annealing Tims » 30m!ns 30mxis Annealing Tims a 30mbis 30m(ns

Measurements:

-4
63x10

ohm-cm

-4
7.23x10

ohm-cm

Measurements:

-4
6.7X10

ohm-cm

•4
8.36x10

ohm-cm
Resistivity a

Resistivity «

Thickness a
o

4850 A
o

2570 A
Thickness a

o

2020 A 1480 A

TABLE 1: Experimental Results- Wafsrs srs processed at center zons of furnace.
Results are averages of 5readings from different locations on sach wafer.
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9.2 Computer time

With complete graphical interface turned on (i.e. when the viewpoint-lattice network and the agenda*

are on), the system can generate recipes within 3 to 5 minutes. With viewpoint network and "agenda"

turned off,recipes canbedesigned within a minute. The time togenerate a recipe is much faster than a typ

ical lab user in our lab.

9.3 Other observations

Thesystem iscapable of handling a larger design matrix, which is usually very difficult tobeacquire

and handle by a single typical process personnel. Valuable experience has beengained from the imple

mentation of BIPS system and this experience will be helpful for future enhancements of the current

modules,for implementationofother modules,and for other systems.

* "Agenda" isa specific window showing therule firings during theexecution of theprogram.
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Chapter 10: Future plans-a system level overview

10.1Implementing uniformity and supporting modules.

The knowledge base of the prelirninary version of the recipe generator was based partly on the

empirical measurements on two 4" wafers. These wafers were clustered at the center zone of the 3 zone

Tylanfurnace used in our lab, with48 wafersactingas dummy wafers.

The preliminary experimental results based on the recipes generated indicate that the resistivity is

within an averageof 10%of the targeted value. The thickness hasa greateraveragedeviation of around20

to 30% from the targeted value. The disagreementbetween the designedrecipes and experimental results,

we speculate, is due to the depletion of gas reactants (e.g. SiH4,PH3,etc.) along the furnace tube, which we

currently have not yet taken into account (see Ch. 9 for experimentalresults).

In a real manufacturing environment, the LPCVD process is done in batch mode with 50 to 100

wafers per run. Uniform results (e.g. thickness and resistivity) are desired for all wafers in the same tube.

The standard industrial requirement is a maximum of 5% deviation for both the latitudinal uniformity (in-

wafer uniformity) and the longitudinal uniformity (wafer-to-wafer uniformity).

We have done experiments to investigate the effects of reactant depletion on the uniformity of thick

ness and resistivity for wafers at different locationsin the furnacetube. We found that the longitudinaluni

formityofpolysilicon thickness is the biggest problem.

We initially tried to apply a conventional fluid dynamic approach [14] to solve the uniformity prob

lem. We found that the fluid dynamic approach is not suitable for a manufacturing environment because it

is too complicated, too computationally intensive, and geometry dependent.
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Our approach, which is still under investigation, hasthe followingcharacteristics:

(a) The algorithm has mixed knowledge, and techniques consisting of empirical data, heuristics and a

simple physical model

(b) The algorithm is less computationally intensive. It has no differential equations and thus is more suit

able for expert system application.

(c) The algorithm is more general It should be "quasi-geometry and equipment-independent".The prin

ciple should be adaptable to other LPCVD processessuch as the Nitride or P-glassprocess, etc.

We believe that our approach should be more portable between different fabrication lines. We plan

to implement the algorithm once it is fully verified. The supporting module will be implemented immedi

ately after the uniformity module.

102 Explanation facility

Explanation facility, such as answering the "why" type of questions, has not been incorporated into

the current system. Simple documentations for help and answering "why" questions will be implemented in

short future since it is very important for trainingpurposes.

10J Interface to other process simulators

We would like to verify the generated recipe with a process simulator. The problem is not simple

because we have to synthesize the input data for the simulator from the recipe. This problem is complicated

and requires experience (see Appendix 1, pg. 52). Moreover, we are not aware of any existing process

simulators that models the LPCVD in-situ doped polysilicon deposition because the problem is currendy

not well understood (which is therefore excellent for expert system application).Thus a compromise tenta

tive proposal is to model the in-situprocess by an undoped process followed by a dopant implantation or

diffusion, which we will investigate in detail later [4].
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PART IV: Conclusions and References

Chapter 11: Summary

An expert system that generates the processing steps for LPCVD in-situ doped polysilicon is

described. Empirical, functional, and heuristic knowledge is employed. The system incorporates intelligent

functions suchas hypothetical generation and modular determination of parameters. Recipes generated can

be translated and compiled to machine-specific commands for directequipment control. Vital input/output

information is presented using interactive bit-mapped graphics. The system has designed recipes which

offertrade-offs between processing temperature and throughput Recipes wereverified by experiments and

produced resultsin reasonable agreement withinitialdesign goals.
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Appendix 1: SUPREM samplerun on NMOS Silicon Gate
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Appendix 2:Tylan recipe for polysilicon deposition

0O01.00I9 • TCnPL-«44
OOOI.0030 TEnPC-oSO
0001.0029 TEr7»S-49a ' -«*....
0001.0050 fc*»20 ' _ '
0001.0039 • NC-IO - T •".- ' * *
0001.0040 KP-1A
0001.0049 TEHPL TDlERANCE-2
0001.0090 'Trw*C TOLERANCE-2 ** *
0001.0039 TCHPft TOLERANCE-2 *
0001.00+0 mm' m^YACUUH-OFF
0001.0049 . ULDtSA-OFF
0001.0070 UDISA-OFF
0001.0079 'ftIH4«0FF •' •
0001.OOftO 1XH4-0.0
0001.0009 PH3-0FF
0001.0090. PH3-0.0
0001.0079 KXLC-4
0001.0100 KXCC-3 • •
0001.0109 KXSC-4
0001.0110 KXLH-90 • ••
0001.0119 •• ' KXSH-90

0009.0000 ' *ftTEP "CHECK FOR AUTO HODE
0009.0009 tihe:oo:oosoi
0009.0010 ' ULDISA«0M
0009.0019 LLDltA«ON

0010.0000 STEP CHECK FOR AUTO NODE (COMT.l
0010.0009 TIHEtOOlOOtOl
0010.0010 IF AUTOTRP-OFF ftOTO 0009
0010.0019 IF QPAUTO-DFF OOTO 0009
0010.0020 IF VACALH-OFF ftOTO 0009

0019.0000 STEF PRESS ALARM ACK TO AVOID UNLOADING (FOR COATING DEP>
0019.0009 time:oo:oo:i9
0019.0010 IF ALHAOC-ON ftOTO 0029
0019.0019 ULDSSA«OFF
0019.0020 LLDISA-OPF
0019.0029 UNLOAD-ON
0019.0090 LOAD-OFF

0020.0000 STEP UNLOAD fNO WORE REQUIRED HAITI
0020.0009 TIME:00:12100
0020.0010 UNLOAD-ON ..... • - •
0020.0019 N2-2OO0 ,
0020.0020 LOAD-OFF
0020.0029 TEf1PS-9ftO
0020.0090 TEHPC-440
0020.0039 TEnPL-970
0020.0040 KFM
0020.0049 .IF ALHACr.-ON OOTO.0029

0029.0000
0029.0009 7IHE:00:00t00
0025.0010 'UNLOAD-OFF
0029.0019 LOAD-ON •.
0029.0020 . ... IF ftPIN-ON OOTO 0090
0029.0029 IF ALMACX-ON OOTO 0030
0029.0030 . KPX-2

0030.000© *>TEP SHORT MAIT ' V
0030.0009 ' TINE:00:00X09
0030.0010
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